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Anjour international【Trading】
http://www.anjour-intl.com/
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
We provide Japanese traditional style of calligraphy, color and pattern to
Africa and other countries by handmade goods and workshop.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT SERVICES INC.【Trading】
http://www.i-es.com
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
We are doing business in DR Congo and Burundi. Export Japanese cars.
Import coffee and minerals.

Mitsubishi Corporation【Trading】
https://www.mitsubishicorp.com/jp/en/
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Mitsubishi Corporation globally develops businesses across virtually every
industry. In Africa, we have 12 offices and several affiliated companies
including Mozal S.A. and our initiatives have been evolving from
ODA/trading and natural resource-related businesses to infrastructure and
consumer-related investments.

Sumitomo Corporation【Trading】
http://www.sumitomocorp.com
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Sumitomo Corporation is a leading trading company, boasting 129
locations in 66 countries/regions. Our core business units are Metal
Products, Transportation & Construction Systems, Infrastructure, Media &
Digital, Living Related & Real Estate, Mineral Resources, Energy,
Chemical & Electronics.
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Arttrav Inc. 【Trading, Consulting】
http://www.arttrav.net
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
African countries are expected to grow rapidly in the tourism industry in
the future. We support the making of tourism brands and the products of
tourism contents through the various media. Let’s strength your brand
equity.

Futurebud International Co., Ltd.【Trading】
http://www.futurebud.co.jp
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
We are a trading company which exports a variety of goods worldwide.
Especially we have much experience for donation project in Africa and
Asia.

FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 【Manufacturer】
https://www.furuno.co.jp/en/
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Making use of our core technologies, namely, sensing, processing and
communication, FURUNO strives to bring safety and efficiency in vessels'
operation, sustainable fishery with thorough resource management, safe
healthcare and the pleasant society filled with safety and peace of mind.

HAGIHARA INDUSTRIES INC.【Manufacturer】
http://www.hagihara.co.jp/en/
(Kurashiki, Okayama)
Manufacture and sales of the flat yarns (synthetic fibers) made of
polypropylene and polyethylene resin, the woven fabrics and flat yarn
products and the relevant machinery including automated equipment
manufacturing in flat yarn plant. Exported to 9 countries in Africa.
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Tomizawa & Co., Ltd.【Manufacturer】
http://www.adpower.jp
(Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo)
“The solution for Enhancing Performance and Decreasing Emissions”
AdPower is Engine Part with Patent technology. Easy installation and
Enjoy AdPower Performance immediately! We have more than 20
countries distributors and Looking for distributor in African countries.

Eishin Co., Ltd.【Manufacturer】
http://eishin-e.jp
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
“eco-SPRAY” is an organic liquid, patented, made from only natural
materials. Apply (spray) this to vehicles’ air filter to improve combustion
efficiency, increase power, fuel efficiency and reduce harmful emission.

OTOWA Electric Co., Ltd.【Manufacturer】
https://www.otowadenki.co.jp/eng/
(Amagasaki, Hyogo)
Lightning Protection Specialist. One stop solution provider of Lightning
Protection.
Otowa has been working in Rwanda, Africa for Human and Equipment
protection from Lightning Risk, proving Surge Protective Equipment, Safe
House, Consulting and Training of local engineers in Japan

ASAKA INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD. 【Manufacturer/Exporter】
http://www.asaka-ind.co.jp
(Sakai, Osaka)
Asaka Industry Co., Ltd. We produce high quality shovels, scoops,
agricultural tools, gardening tools and construction equipment.
For more than 125 years, we have led the Japanese shovel and scoop
manufacturing industry.
You can check our product details by Alibaba's site.
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Hitachi Ltd (Helathcare)【Manufacture】
http://www.hitachi.com
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Recognizing healthcare is an essential part of the infrastructure that
supports society, Hitachi draws on its collective strengths to develop
innovative technologies and supply the associated systems, solutions,
services to help create a society everyone enjoy a healthy secure life.

Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd. 【Manufacturer】
https://www.mhps.com
(Yokohama, Kanagawa)
MHPS develops the world's most efficient power generation equipment,
proposes solutions for the improvement of operation using the latest
digital technology, and provides new values through our challenge to
innovate power generation technology. As a leading global company, we
will contribute to the future of a sustainable society.

Nikken Corporation【Manufacturer】
http://www.nikkenmfg.com
(Minamiarupusu, Yamanashi)
Nikken Corporation is one of the leading manufacturers of Antipersonnel
Landmine Clearance Machines for the mechanical clearance of landmines
and cluster submunitions. We delivered 137 units to all over the world
including two in Mozambique and 32 in Angola.

Multi Measuring Instruments Co. Ltd 【Manufacturer】
http://www.multimic.com/e
https://www.linkedin.com/company/multi-measuring-instruments-co.-ltd/
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Manufacture of clamp-type electric current measuring instruments,
especially to detect electric insulation faults and leakage currents and to
prevent unexpected accidents or fire. Its patent helps to confirm insulation
faulting point at Photovoltaic systems without injecting damaging voltages
to solar-panels
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LIXIL corporation【Manufacture】
http://www.lixil. com
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
LIXIL supplies construction materials and equipment around the world.
SATO is an innovative toilet system for preventing transmission of disease
and odors, and reducing open defecation. Over a million SaTo toilets are
already in use, delivering improved sanitation condition.

Kijou-No-Kuuron Corp.【Manufacture】
http://moonplanner.jp/
(Setagaya-ku, Tokyo)
Planning & manufacture of stationery & jewelry.
By presenting high-jewelry with domestic Akoya pearls and Urushi
lacquer made by Japan's high technical capabilities and by importing
African gems, precious metals, natural materials etc., it will be possible to
build good relationship.

Iedaseika

Co.Ltd【Manufacture】

http://www.pongashi.com
(Chita-gun, Aichi)
※We presented case study of nutrition improvement by popping
cereal at TICAD VI and provided making technology to rural
women groups of Kenya in 2016. We received Kenyan trainee in
Japan and provided technical support in Kenya 2017 – 2018

IHI Corporation【Manufacture】
http://www.ihi.co.jp/en/index.html
(Koto-ku, Tokyo)
IHI is a comprehensive engineering company with over 160 years of
experience. IHI divides its activities in four business areas: Resources,
Energy & Environment; Social Infrastructure & Offshore Facilities;
Industrial Systems & General Purpose Machinery; and Aero Engine &
Defense.
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Satake Corporation【Manufacture】
https://satake-group.com/
(Higashi-Hiroshima, Hiroshima)
Satake’s exported grain processing machinery and facility like rice milling
machine to around 150 countries.
We have office in Cote d'Ivoire, and have been providing our products and
technology to many African countries under ODA and commercial for
long time.

KETT ELECTRIC LABORATORY 【Manufacture】
http://www.kett.co.jp/english/index.php
(Ota-ku, Tokyo)
KETT is the top brand of grain moisture testers and other quality checking
instruments in Asia. We think the first step to improve grain quality is the
quality quantification. We offer instruments with reliable measuring.

Fuji Imvac Inc.【Manufacture】
http://www.fuji-imvac.jp
(Yokohama, Kanagawa)
ITC-AeroLeasing, Inc. 【Trading】
http://www.itca.co.jp
(Chuo-Ku, Tokyo)
Fuji Imvac designs, develops, manufactures and operates fixed-wing
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and through ITC-AeroLeasing and
Telenet Group in Tunisia, has conducted demo flights in Tunisia to initiate
our UAV sales, service and consulting activities in M-E and Africa.

BMC International 【Manufacture】
http://www.bmcinc.co.jp
(Chuo-Ku, Osaka)
For over 25 years BMC has helped more than 25 Tax Authorities
including Burkina Faso and Madagascar effectively collect Value-Added
Tax. With BMC’s technology, tax reports are directly and securely sent
from fiscal devices to the Authority via GPRS network.
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Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd.【Manufacture】
https://global.yamaha-motor.com/
(Iwata, Shizuoka)
Yamaha Motor is a world-leading producer of Motorcycles, Marine
Products, Power Products etc., and its products are used in more than 200
countries including 52 African countries.
The

company

is

steadily

restructuring

its

global

engineering,

manufacturing and marketing capability for sustainable long-term growth.

Rohto Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.【Manufacture】
https://www.rohto.co.jp/global
(Osaka-shi, Osaka)
Rohto is a consumer health company that produces and markets
pharmaceutical products, cosmetics and functional foods. Rohto. Founded
in 1899, Rohto consists of tries worldwide. In Africa, Rohto strives to
expand its business beyond its subsidiaries in South Africa and Kenya.

Meisei Electric Co., Ltd.【Manufacture】
http://www.meisei.co.jp
(Isesaki-shi, Gunma)
Our main theme is FROM UNDERWATER TO OUTERSPACE. Meisei is
a worldwide comprehensive manufacturer of environmental measurement
systems. Meisei aim is to bring an affluent life to people with its state-of
art technologies.

Mtech Co.,Ltd.【Manufacture】
http://www.mtech-web.co.jp
(Fuzisawa-si, Kanagawa)
We will make every water source drinking water .
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BISHONEN CO.,LTD【Manufacture】
https://www.bishonen.jp/
(Kikuchi City, Kumamoto)
I’m Japanese sake maker, Kikuchi, Kumamoto Prefecture. We use
carefully selected Kikuchi-produced rice and Kikuchi's water to make a
delicate sake. We are thinking about exporting to Africa and want to
support economic development through sake.

Ochi Industries Corporation【Manufacture】
http://kok-no1.co.jp/
（Imabari, Ehime）
As manufacture of tents for disaster prevention, we have delivered the
tents to several countries. Please look at the catalog of advanced Japanese
tents with small number of people and a short time for set up.
Times New Roman

INABA Corp.【Manufacture】
http://tajimaya-coffeeten.com/
(Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo)
～SHINJUKU TOKYO 1964～
Four coffee shops run in SHINJUKU, one coffee shop in KICHIJOJI.
170 wholesale of coffee products, mainly in department stores and
luxury supermarkets.

SAKAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, .LTD.【Manufacture】
http://www.sakainet.co.jp
（Minato-ku, Tokyo）
SAKAI is manufacturer of high quality road construction equipment over
100 years. In our long experience, we recommend road stabilizer machine
as the most useful rehabilitation of African road networks.
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Riken Keiki Co., Ltd.【Manufacture】
http://www.rikenkeiki.co.jp/english

(Itabashi-ku, Tokyo)
Since 1939, we, Riken Keiki Co. Ltd., have specialized as a manufacturer
of gas detectors. Our products insures safety by preventing industrial
disasters such as explosions caused by combustible gases, and monitoring
for toxic gas leakage in workplace environments.

andu amet Ltd.(JAPAN)
atelier andu amet leather manufacturing p.l.c (Ethiopia) 【Manufacture】
https://www.anduamet.com/
(Shibuya-ku, Tokyo)
A luxury and ethical fashion brand from Ethiopia.

TAIKI SANGYO CO.,LTD.【Agriculture】
http://www.taikisangyo.co.jp
(Okayama-shi, Okayama)
The food dryer manufacturer with the largest market share in Japan. Our
dryer can dry fruits and vegetables quickly while preserving their nutural
color and taste. We installed dryer for onions in Sudan and it contributed
to gender equality.

Nippon Biodiesel Fuel, Co.,Ltd【Agriculture/IT】
http://www.nbf-web.com/index.html
(Odawara-city, Kanagawa)
We started Bio-fuel and Agricultural business in Mozambique. Currently
we are managing IT solution projects with organizations under United
Nations.
We are planning to build Information Platform to support small farmers
in rural areas continuously and sustainably.
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Verdenite Co., Ltd.【Agriculture】
(Isehara-shi, Kanagawa)
Verdenite is a maufacturer of a unique artificial soil "VERDENITE®",
which helps to improve the quality of soil with its high
water/fertilizer-retention ability. Since 2017, Verdenite has been
implementing a project in Kenya aiming at improving agricultural
productivity of soybean.

Alphajiri Ltd.【Agriculture】
https://www.borderless-japan.com/social-business/alphajiri/
(Migori County, Kenya)
Alphajiri is a social business enterprise which solves the poverty issue of
rural African communities through streamlining of agricultural supply
chain systems and engagement into community development such as
agricultural education and loaning/saving services to smallholders.

HOSOKAWA WORKS CO.LTD【Agriculture】
http://www.hosokawa-w.co.jp/
(Azumino, Nagano)
■We are Japanese rice post-harvest machine manufacture specialized in
rice milling machine.
■Recently we have conducted study with help of JICA, to improve the
income of Ugandan(East Africa) farmer in rural are by value adding rice
using de-stoner.
■Through value addition we believe it is possible to increase the price
and competitiveness of crop and to achive the wealth creation.

Office 5 Talents INC.【Agriculture】
http://www.5talents.jp
(Yokohama,

Kanagawa)

Good honey wanted!
We import genuine honey from African countries.
Now we are selling honey from the Republic of Malawi and from the
Republic of South Sudan.
We are looking forward to new honey from other countries. Please contact
us!
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Bolloré Logistics Japan K.K.【Transportation】
http://www.bollore-logistics.com

(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
Bolloré Logistics is a global leader in international transport & logistics
with the largest integrated logistics network in Africa. Bolloré Logistics
delivers custom-fit solutions with a high added value that draw on an
in-depth experience and understanding of different industries.

BumpRecorder Co., Ltd.【Infrastructure / Transportation / IT】
http://www.bumprecorder. com/en/
(Kita-ku, Tokyo)
Road pavement inspection service by using Smartphone. It provides
International Roughness Index (IRI), cracking rate, driving quality. And
it makes daily report with GPS location, activity item, photo image. It
will provide from next spring with ABE student in Africa.

Wellthy Corporation【Infrastructure】
https://www.wellthy.co.jp/en/
(Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo)
We provide water supply services globally utilizing on-site water supply
systems that treat groundwater, surface water, etc. In Kenya, we supply
clean water by installing a membrane filtration system for highly-turbid
water and a water treatment system for un-electrified community.

Shizen Energy Inc.【Infrastructure】
http://www.shizenenergy.net/en/
(Fukuoka City, Fukuoka)
Under the vision of "changing the World with Energy", while promoting
business spreading energy for the future to the world, we will promote
renewable energy especially in African countries where future
development potential is high.
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CHIYODA Corporation【Construction】
https://www.chiyodacorp.com/en/
(Yokohama, Kanagawa)
Chiyoda has extensive experience of construction of refineries,
petrochemicals, gas and LNG plants world-wide. In Africa, we have
completed more than ten major projects since the 1970’s. We aim to
expand environmental engineering business such as new energy,
industrial facilities, and life science.

Sunpower Corp【Wholesale International Business Development Consulting】
http://www.sun-po
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
(Sapporo, Hokkaido)
Recycle Auto Tire and Parts Export.

And Africa LLC【Consulting】
http://en.andafrica.co.jp/
(Mitaka, Tokyo)
And Africa is a Japanese consulting firm centered on the African market.
Our business activities primarily consist of the following:
①

Incubation of African startups (through the management of

coworking spaces in South Africa etc.) ② Consulting to Japanese firms
considering entering the African market (provision of options for
entering African markets, M&A, support for market testing of specific
products etc.) ③ Trading business (export of Japanese products to
African markets)

Asia Air Survey Co.,Ltd.【Consulting】
http://www.ajiko.co.jp
(Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo)
(Kawasaki, Kanagawa)
Asia Air Survey is a spatial information consultant. In Africa, we mainly
engage in cartography and forests preservation (e.g. topographic map of
Abidjan, forest programme in Malawi), and have a history in capacity
building for government agencies in related fields.
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Control Risks Group K.K.【Consulting】
https://www.controlrisks.com/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
Control Risks is a specialist risk consultancy with offices at
Johannesburg, Lagos, Port-Harcourt and Nairobi in Africa. We are
committed to helping our clients build organisations that are secure,
compliant and resilient in an age of ever-changing risk and connectivity.

The Society for Promotion of Japanese Diplomacy【Consulting】
http://www.spjd.or.jp
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
The Society for Promotion of Japanese Diplomacy, a non-profit
organization, has a donation program of special vehicles as used to serve
for the people at grassroots level. To Africa, 200 units have been
provided. Be part of our program!

ZENMONDO【Cosulting】
http://zenmondo.com/top-en/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
ZENMONDO is an exclusive, global business community where you can
find your trusted business partners in particular for your new Middle East
& African business venture. Join us to deliver Africa’s true face and real
message.

Mori Hamada & Matsumoto【Consulting】
http://www.mhmjapan.com/en/
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Mori Hamada & Matsumoto is one of the largest full service Tokyo
headquartered international law firms. A significant proportion of the
firm’s work is international in nature, representing clients in cross border
transactions, which recently includes those concerning African countries.
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Baker & McKenzie (Gaikokuho Joint Enterprise)【Consulting】
http://www.bakermckenzie.co.jp/en/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
Baker McKenzie has nine offices across the Middle East and Africa
region. Tokyo Office's Middle East and Africa Focus Group works
collaboratively with these offices and provides quality services for
clients' activities inbound into and outbound from the region.

AKASAKA INTERNATIONAL LAW, PATENT & ACCOUNTING OFFICE【Consulting】
http://ailaw.co.jp/en/home_en/
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
Representative Mr. Shinji Sumida is a co-author of African Business and
Legal Affairs (CHUOKEIZAI-SHA, Inc.). AILAW supports large
corporations and SME's (including ventures) in their African matters
which include developement of infrustructure and ICT. English and
French speaking professionals available.

Nishimura & Asahi / Law Firm
https://www.jurists.co.jp/en
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
Our African Practice team provides top quality legal and business
advisory services to our clients on their strategies in Africa (including
business expansion and dispute resolution), as well as identifying and
working with the best local lawyers in Africa.

Japan International Cooperation System【Consulting】
http://www.jics.or.jp
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
JICS is a procurement agent for the governments of recipient countries,
established in 1989 to support the implementation of the Official
Development Assistance (ODA) projects. JICS has conducted projects
for more than 150 countries / territories including 52 African countries.
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Non-Profit Organization INTERNATIONAL FOREIGN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
【Consulting】
http://www.ifsa.jp
(Kokubunji, Tokyo)
NPO supports employment of foreign students in Japan for 29 years.
Consulting for acquiring African talent. Holds a database of 15,000 job
seekers. Distributes the "Kougaku newspaper" to Embassies etc. and
provides information to applicants wishing to study in Japan.

Myclimate Japan【Consulting, Environment】
https://jp.myclimate.org/index.php?id=670&L=0?L=0
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
We consult for JICA private sector and JCM by MOE and METI, in the
field of climate change. We have experience in need investigation in
Ethiopia, feasibility survey on tea processing and solar in Kenya and
solar pump in Senegal.

Assentia Holdings, Inc.【Consulting】
http://www.Assentia-hd.com
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
(Sapporo, Hokkaido)
ASSENTIA HOLDINGS INC supports Japanese service businesses to
expand their franchise globally as well as being a business accelerator
that partners with entrepreneurs from all over the world who are
interested in Japanese service businesses.

PEAR Carbon Offset Initiative, Ltd.【Environment】
http://egao.lighting/
(Chuo-ku, Tokyo)
EGAO—Solar Homes System for off-grid and UPS system for
unreliable grid areas—is a new lighting system product family which
can drive TV/other AC appliances for household/kiosk. PEAR is looking
for distributors in Africa for business collaboration.
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Swift Xi, Inc.【IT】
http://swift-xi.com/
(Kobe, Hyogo)
Swift Xi Inc. is an Aerospace/Aviation, UAS joint venture Company
between Swift Engineering Inc. and the Kobe Institute of Computing
(KIC) providing data, logistics, and operations of autonomous and
robotic technologies. With over 100 African Alumnus of KIC, Swift is
aiming to solve the social issues in Africa by accelerating innovation.

OQTA Inc.【IT】
https://www.oqta.com/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
OQTA HATO from Japan. It’s a cuckoo clock that sounds whenever
you tap the button in the connected app. A simple concept, but great
way to let someone at home know that you’re thinking about them.

NEC Corporation【IT】
https://www.nec.com/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
NEC is a leading ICT company that is focused on establishing social
infrastructure. NEC has been committed to the African market since
1963, and is now supplying products and services of Public Safety,
Telecommunication, and Smart Energy.

Clisk Corporation【IT】
https://www.clisk.com/
(Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo)
Clisk Corporation is provides Social Media Marketing
（Facebook etc） for ASEAN (Thai,Vietnam,etc) market. And
provide WASABI(Japanese horseradish) media “Wasabi
Lovers”. Wasabi Lovers show the wonderfulness of
"WASABI" to all of the world from Japan.
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Institute of JUSE(I．O．JUSE)【Manufacture / IT】
https://www.i-juse.co.jp/statistics/product_e/
(Shibuya-ku, Tokyo)
JUSE-StatWorks/V5E, a software package for quality management, has
high reputation among leading companies in Japan.
And this Software was developed using "Quality Management
Technology” which is Japan boasts in the world.

Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.【Insurance】
https://www.sjnk.co.jp/
(Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo)
Sompo Japan Nipponkoa was established in 1888. We are aiming to lead
the non-life insurance industry with scale and quality. In 2014, we
launched a representative office in Africa for the first time in the
Japanese insurance industry.

FUKUMI

corporation【Medical Services･Public Health】

http://www.fukumi-sangyo. co.jp
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
Our company sells Gastrointestinal drug "SEIROGAN" for domestic and
overseas market We export and sell to Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao.

PRODIA,Inc./ ART
http://www.777angel.com
https://www.facebook.com/rainbowstick777/
https://www.instagram.com/rainbowstick777/
(Kiryu, Gunma)
“Rainbow Stick”: the creation of Magic Stick.
World PATENT
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Non-profit Organization Multicultural Symbiotic Support Center【Education】
http://www.tabunkanpo.org
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
It is said Japanese cultures/language/customs are difficult to understand.
With the relationship between African-countries and Japan has
strengthened, it’s necessary to deepen mutual understanding.
Our NPO aims to make opportunities for mutual understanding and
contribute to business&education.

Projects for Dissemination of Japanese-style Education Using Public-Private
Collaborative Platforms (EDU-Port Japan) 【Education】
http://eduport.mext.go.jp/en/
(Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)
EDU-Port

Japan

is

a

public-private

initiative

to

disseminate

Japanese-style education overseas through a public-private collaborative
platform organized by Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology (MEXT),

relevant govt ministries, and other

organizations including NGOs and private companies.

Certified Specified Nonprofit Organization Millennium Promise Japan【NGO/NPO】
http://millenniumpromise.jp/
(Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo)
Since established in 2008, MPJ has supported community development
projects throughout Africa to achieve SDGs by engaging in various
activities such as female education, psychosocial assistance, economic
interdependence support, and electrification research project.

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
http://www.undp.org/
（Headquarters：New York）
On the ground in about 170 countries and territories, UNDP works
to eradicate poverty while protecting the planet. We help countries
develop strong policies, skills, partnerships and institutions so they
can sustain their progress.
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United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
www.unido.org
(Vienna, Austria)
UNIDO is a specialized agency of the United Nations that promotes
industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization and
environmental sustainability. UNIDO is tasked with leading the
implementation of the Third Industrial Development Decade for Africa
(IDDA III) adopted at the UNGA.

African Development Bank【Finance】
https://www.afdb.org/en/
(Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire)
The African Development Bank (AfDB) is a
Multilateral Development Bank established in 1964
to catalyse sustainable economic development and
social progress in its Regional Member Countries,
thus contributing to poverty reduction in Africa.

Embassy of the Republic of South Africa
http://www.sajapan.org
From South Africa to Japan, Grape fruit, wine, tinned fruits, rooibos and
salt/pepper could be major imported products in agro-processing
segment and the suppliers of exhibited products are looking for Japanese
importers.

Japan External Trade Organization（JETRO）
https://www.jetro.go.jp/en/
(Minato-ku, Tokyo)
JETRO, Japan External Trade Organization, is a government-related
organization that works to promote mutual trade and investment between
Japan and other nations.
Originally established in 1958, with over 70 overseas offices including 8
offices in Africa, JETRO has been working to reinforce the economic
relationship between Japan and Africa.
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